Among the digitized historical newspapers in the Library of Congress, a two-sentence news item appears in the May 30, 1901 edition of the *Hutchinson Gazette* of Hutchinson, Kansas: “‘Ping Pong,’ a society amusement started in England, has found its way to this side and is increasingly popular. It is a table version of lawn tennis, with celluloid balls, parchment raquets [sic] and a six-inch net.”

By 1902, newspapers marveled at the “ping pong mania” affecting the nation—men and women, old and young, masters and servants, cities and suburbs, day and night. “Ping pong fever” seeped into various realms of society, as newspapers published instructions on game play, tips on constructing makeshift equipment (amid reports of “a run on the stores which sell the game”), lists of tournament champions, and poems and humorous stories dedicated to “the Rage.” Warnings soon emerged that “pongers” exposed to this “Virulent Malady” were susceptible to a host of new dangers, such “ping pong wrist,” “ping pong ankle,” eye strain, gambling habits, and angry neighbors. Stories cautioned that ping pong “disturbs the family tranquility,” lures players “to the small hours of the morning,” and is “conducive to profanity.” Of particular concern, “Many women, finding that the corset has hampered their movements when engaged in the strenuous little game, have doffed the troublesome little garment altogether.”

Back in Kansas, *The Topeka State Journal* declared the “Passing of Ping Pong” on July 30, 1903, two years and two months after the *Hutchinson Gazette* announcement. “The Once Popular Fad Has Spent Itself in Topeka,” the *Journal* wrote, concluding that “Ping pong was an unexplainable craze, a brief manifestation of that intermittent fever to which humanity seems to be subject and which breaks out in just such unexpected ways every ten years or such a matter.”

Seventy years later, this short-lived national fad would serve a crucial role in international politics. Hallie Xu, a student participant in the National History Day competition, examines this historical shift in global relations in “A Little Ball Propels the Globe: How Ping Pong Diplomacy Transformed Twentieth-Century Geopolitical Dynamics,” which begins on page 105 of this issue.
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